Rails team says if Rails 3.2.22 will be released, it includes Ruby 2.2 support.
https://github.com/rails/rails/pull/18306#issuecomment-69333576

diff --git a/Gemfile b/Gemfile
--- a/Gemfile
+++ b/Gemfile
@@ -1,6 +1,6 @@
 source 'https://rubygems.org'

-gem "rails", "3.2.21"
+gem "rails", :github => 'rails/rails', :branch => '3-2-stable'
 gem "jquery-rails", "~> 3.1.1"
 gem "coderay", "~> 1.1.0"
 gem "fastercsv", "~> 1.5.0", :platforms => [:mri_18, :mingw_18, :ruby]
#3 - 2015-06-17 13:10 - Toshi MARUYAMA
- Target version set to 2.6.6

#4 - 2015-06-20 06:25 - Toshi MARUYAMA

JPL, could you add Ruby 2.2 to CI Server?

#5 - 2015-06-28 10:00 - Jean-Philippe Lang
- Status changed from New to Closed
- Resolution set to Fixed

Added, thanks.